Virtual Classroom in a Box
Take your lectures online and deliver
brilliant learning experiences to virtual
classrooms
Email cloudsales.pg@6dg.co.uk to find out more

Schools and universities face the challenge of delivering
personalised, high quality learning experiences outside
of the traditional classroom and lecture hall. With
many teachers and lecturers unfamiliar with the latest
teleconferencing technology and increased scrutiny around
tuition fees and value for money, it’s essential that schools
and universities are proactive in overcoming the operating
challenges they face in this new reality.

Six Degrees offers packaged hardware and consultancy
services that make it straightforward for teachers and
lecturers to deliver brilliant learning experiences to virtual
classrooms. Our Virtual Classroom in a Box is straightforward
to setup and use, and combines high quality audio and visual
aids with the power and agility of Microsoft Teams. And to
make things even easier, Six Degrees will support you every
step of the way.

Our Remote Learning Solutions
For Teachers and Lecturers

Pre-configured hardware
shipped directly to
teachers/lecturers

Basic package for
teachers/lecturers with
hosting hardware

Advanced package for
teachers/lecturers that need
lecture hosting hardware

Consultancy-only package
for teachers/lecturers with
hosting and AV hardware

Personalised, in-depth
adoption and training

Technical support for
first live event

For Students

Hardware shipped
directly to students
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Detailed online setup
and usage tutorials

Deliver brilliant learning experiences to virtual classrooms

Utilise the most appropriate
Microsoft Teams meeting format to
deliver your virtual classrooms

Relieve the burden of the mass
training and hardware procurement
required to equip your teachers or
lecturers for remote learning

Pre-configured hardware shipped
directly to teachers and lecturers’
homes, along with students if
needed

Recordings of lectures can be
securely and automatically made
available to all students via
Microsoft Stream, or downloaded for
distribution via another method

Up to 10,000 students can join at
any one time, and the Azure Content
Delivery Network (CDN) leverages
Microsoft’s global network to allow
the lecture to be viewed worldwide
with no buffering

Q&As can take place in real-time
should students need to raise any
questions, and Microsoft Forms can
be used to distribute auto-marking
tests and quizzes

Attendee reports are available through
the live event usage report which
shows the activity overview of the
live events held in the organisation.
Admins can view event usage
information, including event status,
start time, views and production type

Live captions for any students with
additional accessibility needs

Stage One
• Planning workshop - one-off cost
• Consultancy to setup and secure the tenancy
• Awareness and training for students

£4,250

Teachers and Lecturers
•
•
•
•

Pre-configured hardware shipped directly to teachers/lecturers
Personalised, in-depth adoption and training
Technical support for first live event
Costs quoted are per teacher/lecturer

Consultancy Only
£2,500

Basic
£2,860

Advanced
£3,700

Students
• Pre-configured hardware shipped directly to students
• Detailed online setup and usage tutorials
• Cost quoted is per student

For more information on our Virtual Classroom in a Box
services, or to setup a consultation, email
cloudsales.pg@6dg.co.uk

£320

Accreditations

Building on our Microsoft Teams Voice packages and Teams Rapid Deployment
offer, which is featured on the Microsoft COVID-19 Partner Solutions Guide for
Nonprofits, our Virtual Classroom in a Box solution will help schools, universities,
teachers, lecturers and students continue to educate and learn in these uncertain
times.
Six Degrees is a cloud-led managed service provider. It works as a collaborative
technology partner to businesses making a digital transition. Always placing
clients at the heart of its strategy, Six Degrees’ passionate teams combine
technical expertise and deep sector-specific knowledge to innovate, craft and
manage the right solutions to power their businesses.
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Enabling your brilliance

